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Abstract

The computer systems that provide the information underpinnings for critical infrastructure applica-
tions, such as banking systems and telecommunications networks, have become essential to the operation of
those applications. Failure of the information systems will often cause a major loss of service, and so their
dependability has become a major concern. Current facets of dependability, such as reliability and avail-
ability, do not address the needs of critical information systems because they do not include the notion of
degraded service as an explicit requirement. What is needed is a precise notion of what forms of degraded
service are acceptable to the application, under what circumstances each form is most useful, and the frac-
tion of time degraded service levels are acceptable. This concept is termed survivability and in this paper we
show that it is a necessary new facet of dependability. We present a formal definition of survivability and
present an example of its use.
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1. Introduction

Many large infrastructure systems have evolved to a point where organizations rely heavily

upon them. In some cases, such systems are so widespread and so important that the normal activ-

ities of society depend upon their continued operation; examples in this latter category include

transportation systems, telecommunications networks, energy generation and distribution systems,

and financial services. Such systems are usually referred to as critical infrastructure applications.

Powerful information systems have been introduced into critical infrastructure applications as

the cost of computing hardware has dropped and the availability of sophisticated software has

increased [6]. In many cases, the provision of service by infrastructure applications is now highly

dependent on the correct operation of computerized information systems, and, frequently, damage

to the information system will lead to a loss of at least part of the service provided by the infra-

structure application. In some cases, relatively minor damage can lead to a complete cessation of

service. We refer to such information systems as critical information systems.

The dependability of these critical information systems has become a major concern [12, 13].

Dependability is a system property that is usually stated as a set of requirements with which the

system has to comply. Dependability has many facets—reliability, availability, safety, an

on [7]—and to permit exact requirements statements about systems, each of these terms h

cise meaning. For example, the reliability of a system, R(t), is defined to be the probability that th

system will meet its requirements up until time t when operating in a prescribed environment. Si

ilarly, the availability of a system, A(t), is the probability that the system will be operating co

rectly at time t. For systems for which dependability is important, the system requirements

the minimum acceptable value for the relevant facet of dependability, such as R(t) or A(t), and it is

then the responsibility of the developers and operators to show that the necessary depen

will be achieved during system operation.

Different facets of dependability are suitable for different systems—highly reliable operat

usually needed for an embedded control system, highly available operation is usually need

database system, and a high level of safety is needed for a weapons system. It is importan

that a system might achieve one facet of dependability but not others. For example, a syst

fails frequently but only for very brief periods has high availability but low reliability. Many s

tems are built to operate this way intentionally because it is a cost-effective approach to pro

service if reliability (in the formal sense) is not required but availability is.

In specifying dependability for a given system, it is usually the case that full system funct

ity is required—nothing is usually stated beyond perhaps failure semantics. For critical infra
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ture applications, this is insufficient. Some events that damage a system have no external effect

because of appropriate redundancy; mirrored disks for example. But in other cases, damage is so

widespread that functionality has to be changed. A wide-area loss of commercial power, for exam-

ple, might force a critical on-line database service to switch to a remote back-up site that has less

throughput capacity or reduced functionality. Such circumstances arise with sufficient frequency

in infrastructure applications that comprehensive provision for them must be made. Thus, the ser-

vice changes that a system might be forced to provide during routine operation must be specified,

and users of the system need to be aware that changed service is a possibility.

The prospect of damage that forces a change in service, combined with several others character-

istic that we present in section 3, leads to the conclusion that the existing facets of dependa

reliability, availability, and so on—are not sufficient to capture the essential dependa

demands for critical information systems. In this paper we review and define formally a rela

new facet of dependability—survivability. A precise definition of survivability is important if we

are to build survivable systems. If we do not state accurately what we mean by a system be

vivable, we cannot determine whether we have made a system that is survivable.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section we review related

and in section 3 we present a brief summary of two critical infrastructure applications to pr

the context for survivability. In section 4 we discuss the intuitive notion of survivability and

formal definition. To illustrate the various aspects of the definition, we present an example i

tion 5. In sections 6 and 7 we discuss the relationship between survivability, fault toleranc

security. Finally, in section 7, we present our conclusions.

2. Related Work

The notion of survivability has been used in several engineering disciplines outside of c

information systems. For example, it is a common concept in weapons systems engineeri

3]. The survivability of combat aircraft has emerged as a subject of intense study, and a de

has been created for aircraft combat survivability [18]:

Survivability: Aircraft combat survivability is the capability of an aircraft to avoid and

withstand a man-made hostile environment. It can be measured by the probabil

aircraft survives an encounter with the environment, PS.
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The Institute for Telecommunications Services, a part of the U.S. Department of Commerce,

has created an extensive glossary of telecommunications terms in Federal Standard 1037C [16].

This glossary contains a definition of survivability for telecommunications systems:

Survivability: A property of a system, subsystem, equipment, process, or procedure that pro-

vides a defined degree of assurance that the named entity will continue to function

during and after a natural or man-made disturbance; e.g., nuclear burst. Note: For a

given application, survivability must be qualified by specifying the range of condi-

tions over which the entity will survive, the minimum acceptable level or post-distur-

bance functionality, and the maximum acceptable outage duration.

Both of these definitions are seeking a framework to define service after some form of damage,

and they relate closely to our goal of defining survivability for critical information systems. It is

also interesting to note that both definitions are probabilistic. Finally, we note that the second defi-

nition includes the notion of degraded or different service, and requires that it be defined.

In the context of software engineering, Deutsch has offered the following definition [4]:

Survivability: The degree to which essential functions are still available even though some

part of the system is down.

This definition is not sufficient for our needs. If it were applied to a critical information system in

this form, the user of the system could not be sure which functions had been selected as “e

functions” nor under what circumstances (i.e., after what damage) these functions would b

vided.

In earlier work specifically on information system survivability, Ellison et al. introduced the

lowing definition [5]:

Survivability: Survivability is the ability of a network computing system to provide essen

services in the presence of attacks and failures, and recover full services in a 

manner

While this definition is a good beginning, again it does not have the precision needed to 

a clear determination of whether a given system should be considered to be survivable. T

problem is that much is implied by the phrases “essential services”, “attacks and failures

“timely manner”. If nothing further is defined, it is not possible for the developer of a syste

determine whether a specific design is adequate to meet the needs of the user communit
Page 3
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importantly, if a phrase such as “essential service” is not precisely defined, it might be the c

any specific system that the determination of what constitutes an essential service is left to t

tem’s developers rather than being defined carefully by application experts.

A second problem with a definition of this form is that it provides no testable criterion fo

term being defined. By contrast, the definition of reliability makes a clear distinction betwee

informal view of a system as being reliable (it “never” fails) and the formal view provided by the

definition which is that a system is reliable if it meets or exceeds a probabilistic goal. By tha

nition, a system might fail and yet still be formally considered reliable. The same degree of 

is needed for survivability so that we may consider a system to be survivable and know wh

means.

In the field of information system survivability more generally, a body of research result

begun to appear. A valuable source of material is the series of Information Surviva

Workshops [17]. Many relevant papers have appeared in various other conferences concern

dependability.

The concept of performability is related in a limited way to survivability [8]. A performability

measure quantifies how well a system maintains parameters such as throughput and respo

in the presence of faults over a specified period of time [9]. Thus performability is concerned

analytic models of throughput, response time, latency, etc. that incorporate both normal op

and operation in the presence of faults. As we show later in this paper, survivability is conc

primarily with system functionality, and precise statements of what that functionality should 

the presence of faults.

3. Critical Infrastructure Applications

Some background material about critical infrastructure applications is helpful in understa

the need for a precise notion of survivability and how it differs from other facets of dependa

Detailed descriptions of four applications are available elsewhere [6]. In this section we su

rize two applications very briefly, and then outline a set of important characteristics that tend

present in critical information systems. These characteristics are, in some cases, unique

class of system, and they affect the way that dependability is both perceived by the us

addressed by the designer.
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3.1. Banking and Financial Services

The nation’s banking and finance systems provide a very wide range of services—check

ing, ATM service, credit and debit card processing, securities and commodities markets, ele

funds transfers, foreign currency transfers, and so on. These services are implemented by c

interconnected, networked information systems.

The most fundamental financial service is the financial payment system [15]. The paymen

tem is the mechanism by which value is transferred from one account to another. Transfers

be for relatively small amounts, as occur with personal checks, all the way up to very 

amounts that are typical of commercial transactions. For a variety of practical and legal re

individual banks do not communicate directly with each other to transfer funds. Rather, most

are transferred in large blocks by either the Federal Reserve Bank or by an Automated C

House (ACH).

The basic functionality of the payment system leads to a system architecture in which th

tens of thousands of leaf nodes in the network that provide customer access. These nodes

nected in various ways to a much smaller number of intermediate nodes that provide region

vice or centralized service associated with a specific commercial bank. Finally, those nod

connected to a few nodes that provide communication for value transfer between separat

mercial entities. This architecture is illustrated in Figure 1.
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To illustrate application-domain characteristics in more depth, we use the actions required in

clearing a check as an example. Check clearing is a complicated procedure and we present a brief

summary of only one of the ways in which checks are cleared—there are several variations.

The recipient of a check presents the check for collection at a branch of the bank holding

her account (i.e., a network leaf node). The check is scanned, the essential detail recorded (

payee, etc.) in electronic form, and then the paper check is often destroyed. The electronic 

the check is then forwarded to a regional processing center (i.e., a network intermediate

where details are recorded in a database. The check is then forwarded to a clearing hous

Federal Reserve Bank (i.e., a root node) where accumulation data describing what one ret

owes or is owed by other retail banks is computed. Periodically (usually once per day) this 

used to move funds between master accounts that the retail banks maintain. Finally, trans

flow back down through the system eventually authorizing the recording of the deposit to on

tomer’s account and a debit from another (although the funds will already have moved). 

value commercial funds transfers are almost always purely electronic transfers and they a

dled individually and upon presentation rather than at some scheduled time as part of a bloc

3.2. Freight Rail Transportation

The freight-rail transport system moves large amounts of raw materials, manufactured 

fuels, and food [2]. Operation of the freight-rail system uses computers extensively for a var

purposes. For example, every freight car in North America is tracked electronically as it moves a

very large databases are maintained of car and locomotive locations. Tracking is achieve

Figure 1. Hypothetical banking network

Federal Reserve Bank or
Automated Clearing House

Local Branch Banks Local Branch BanksLocal Branch Banks

Regional Processing
Centers

Value Transfer
Bulk Transfer

Requests

Typical Consumer Access
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transponders on the freight cars and track-side equipment that communicates in real time with

computers maintaining the databases. This data permits tracking of specific shipments, sometimes

by allowing customer computer systems to have access to rail-system computers. The data also

permits scheduling of freight cars for individual trains—a massive task given that there are

dreds of thousands of freight cars that might be anywhere within the rail system at any 

Knowledge of what trains are where, where they are going, and the capacity of the rail infra

ture also permits overall rail-network management. Thus, which trains use which track c

managed so as to improve factors such as on-time arrival rate, throughput, and so on.

At present, actual train movement is under human control for the most part although cont

locations are very few in number and frequently hundreds of miles from controlled location

especially important application that is being used increasingly in the freight-rail system is just-in-

time delivery. Train movements are scheduled so that, for example, raw materials arrive at a

facturing plant just as they are required. This type of service necessitates analysis of dema

resources over a wide area, often nationally, if scheduling choices are to be made that perm

to arrive at the required time.

3.3. Critical Information System Characteristics

Society now faces an unquantified but apparently serious risks that reliance on fragile an

cure information systems will compromise delivery of critical civic infrastructure services. M

sive computerization has enabled efficiencies through tightened coupling. Just-in-time deliv

automotive parts by rail, for example, has enabled dramatic inventory reductions; but manu

ers are now more reliant on a highly reliable stream of timely deliveries. The cost of disru

grows more rapidly in time now than before computerization, yet increasing reliance on com

increases vulnerability to disruption. The central problem that we face is to devise approac

infrastructure information systems design and evolution that simultaneously enable the ef

cies that computers make possible while ensuring that the costs of service stream interr

remain acceptable in the face of disruptions to underlying information systems.

The scale, sophistication, and makeup of infrastructure applications, such as those summ

earlier in this section, complicate the notion of dependability considerably. It is not useful to 

of the reliability of the freight-rail system, for example, because it is sure to be the case tha

of it will be non-operational at any time with little effect. However, there are some forms of d

age that would be extremely serious. A total loss of the data recording freight-car locations 

cripple the entire system because equipment could not be located. A partial loss of data re
Page 7
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or a large increase in access times would disrupt train movements, possibly over a wide area.

Flooding or other environmental damage could impede planned movements and disrupt just-in-

time service.

Events that disrupt critical infrastructure applications are inevitable and must be dealt with in

some way. The continued provision of some form of service is more than desirable—in 

cases it is essential. In the financial payment system, for example, if full service cannot be

tained, then it might be imperative that large commercial and governmental funds transf

completed.

For the developer of a critical information system, knowing what service is required in the 

that full service cannot be provided is very important. This information is essential input t

design process for the critical information system since achieving even some form of reduc

vice will almost certainly necessitate specific design choices. A notion of dependability for cr

infrastructure applications and thereby for critical information systems is needed, but the c

facets (reliability, availability, etc.) do not provide the necessary concepts. The problem lies

fact that they do not include the notion of degraded service and the associated spectrum of

that affect the choice of degraded service as an explicit requirement. The term that has co

use for this new facet of dependability is survivability.

To provide a basis for a discussion and to guide a definition, we enumerate the various c

teristics of infrastructure applications that affect the notion of survivability. The characteristic

• System Size Critical information systems are very large, both geographically and in terms of

numbers and complexity of computing and network elements. It is infeasible to engineer such

systems so that none of their components fail during normal periods of operation yet scale pre-

cludes comprehensive redundancy.

• Externally Observable Damage In some cases, the effects of damage to a system will be so

extensive that it will be visible to the system’s users in the form of a change in service 

quality of service. Externally observable damage must be both expected and dealt with.

• Damage and Repair Sequences Events that damage a system are not necessarily independent

nor are they necessarily mutually exclusive. In practice, a sequence of events might occur over

time in which each event causes more damage—in effect, a bad situation gets progre

worse. It is likely, therefore, that a critical infrastructure application will experience dam

while it is in an already damaged state, and that a sequence of partial repairs might b

ducted. Thus, a series of changes in functionality might be experienced by a user with p

sively less service available over time as damage increases and progressively more a
Page 8
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as repairs are conducted. This might happen, for example, if a computer network is subjected

to a cascading failure in which the failure of one node leads to the failure of others and so on.

A major source of increasing damage is likely to be coordinated security attacks in which a

series of deliberate, malicious acts are effected by a group of attackers over some period of

time.

• Time-Dependent Damage Effects The impact or loss associated with damage tends to increase

with time. The loss associated with brief (seconds or less) interruptions of electric power can

be mitigated in many cases. A protracted loss (days) is much more serious with impact tending

to increase monotonically with time. Similarly, a protracted failure of freight-rail transporta-

tion would be devastating. The impact would not be immediate because freight is carried in

bulk, but the effect would be noticeable within days. And it would become increasingly seri-

ous as time passed

• Heterogeneous Criticality The requirements for dependability in infrastructure systems are

considerable as would be expected, but requirements vary with function and with time. It is

important in power generation, for example, to maintain power supply if possible, but it is not

necessary to maintain an optimal generation profile. In addition, some customers, such as

manufacturing, will tolerate occasional lengthy interruptions with a sufficiently large rate

reduction incentive whereas passenger transport systems typically cannot tolerate power inter-

ruptions. Criticality varies among infrastructures, among customers, and even over time.

Longer-term power outages are more critical to hospitals than to homes, and more critical in

winter than in summer. Finally, freight rail service is especially critical in October—har

time. 

• Complex Operational Environments The operating environments of critical infrastructures are

of unprecedented complexity. They carry risks of natural, accidental, and malicious disrup-

tions from a wide variety of sources; sometimes highly variable loads that vary both over time

and space; varying levels of criticality of service; and so forth. Moreover, operational environ-

ments now exhibit previously unrealized behaviors such as widespread, coordinated informa-

tion attacks.

• Time-Varying Operational Environments The operating environments of critical infrastructure

applications are changing with time. For example, Internet access to freight-rail cargo records

is available now to customers but was not five years ago. Similarly. security threats have

increased dramatically from negligible levels to significant threats in recent times. For a sys-
Page 9
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tem to be viewed as survivable for any protracted period of time, the possibility of changes in

the environment over time must be considered.

The factors in this list combine to present a picture of critical information systems that is quite

different from computer systems that exemplify traditional dependability requirements. Avionics

systems which typically require high reliability and telecommunications switches which typically

require high availability possess few of the characteristics listed above. Dealing with all of these

issues is essential if a particular critical information system is to be viewed as survivable. With this

in mind, we proceed to formulate a definition of survivability.

4. Survivability

4.1. The Intuitive Notion

As we have discussed in an earlier paper [14], an infrastructure provides a service stream to its

customers over time. For example, the electric grid provides a stream of electricity to each home

and business. Such a stream has a value or worth to a customer depending on the customer’s p

ticular needs. At some level, there is an aggregate value added that depends on the relianc

tomers on service and the criticality of each customer in a broader context, as defined by s

or business policy.

The direct consequence of a disruption of an infrastructure system is a reduction in the 

stream to customers. The key consequence is a loss of value over time. The value lost to 

customer depends on the customer’s reliance on the service, and the characteristics of the

tion. Individual loss sums to an aggregate loss, and an important notion for service provide

minimize this aggregate loss such that the loss is judged acceptable under defined adverse

stances.

Informally by a survivable system we mean a system that has the ability to continue to pro

service (possibly degraded or different) in a given operating environment when various e

cause major damage to the system or its operating environment. Service quality, i.e., exact

a system should do when damaged, seems to be something that should be determined b

guidelines. Intuitively, it would seem that the more functionality that could be provided the b

and that the more of the customers’ needs that are met the better. It is certain to be the c

customers expect the “usual” functionality “most” of the time, and, depending on the type of

age, different subsets of “critical” functionality if the system has been damaged.
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In practice, any intuitive notion of service quality, including this one, is not sufficient for sys-

tems of this complexity. In fact, the appropriate goal of survivability is to maintain as much of the

fundamental customer value of the service stream as is cost-effective. Given the characteristics of

critical information systems outlined in the previous section, maintaining value is a very difficult

prospect but the concept of survivability has to capture this notion.

Refining the informal notion of survivability somewhat, we observe that survivability needs to

specify the various different forms of tolerable service that the system is to provide given the

notion that circumstances might force a change in service to the user. A tolerable (but not necessar-

ily preferred) service is one that combines functions which work harmoniously and which will pro-

vide value to the user. The set of tolerable services are the different forms of service that the

system must be capable of providing. At any one time, just one member of the set would actually

be operating—the others represent the changed or degraded service definitions.

Along with the set of tolerable forms of service, a statement is required about which of th

preferred and under what circumstances. This is the way in which quality of service has

addressed. The value that each of the various forms of tolerable service provides to the us

be documented, and by ordering these values, it is immediately clear what the service priorit

addition, since the integral of value over time is a key metric, a probability has to be define

each form of tolerable service that defines what fraction of the time that service must be pro

on average. We note that the value associated with a specific tolerable service is a comple

tion of a several variables possibly including the users’ state, calendar time, and so on.

This notion of survivability of computing systems is not new in that many critical systems 

requirements for reduced or alternate service under some circumstances. The reason for

survivability a new facet of dependability is that it is a primary form of dependability neede

critical networked information systems. By defining it precisely, system owners can state e

what the user of a system can expect over time in terms of the provision of service, and 

designers have a precise statement of the dependability that the system has to achieve 

design accordingly.

4.2. Defining Survivability

All existing facets of dependability are defined in terms of a specification. For example

reliable system is needed, we state what we want by requiring that the system meet the fun

ity requirements with a certain probability assuming a certain environment. Our approach to 

ing survivability, therefore, starts with a specification statement:
Page 11



Survivable System: A system is survivable if it complies with its survivability specification.

Building on the informal notion of survivability introduced above, we define a survivability

specification precisely using the following definition:

Survivability Specification: A survivability specification is a four-tuple, {E, R, P, M} where:

E = A statement of the assumed operating environment for the system.

R = A set of specifications each of which is a complete statement of a tolerable form of

service that the system must provide.

P = A probability distribution across the set of specifications, R.

M = A finite-state machine denoted by the four-tuple {S, s0, V, T} with the following

meanings:

S: A finite set of states each of which has a unique label which is one of the specifi-

cations defined in R.

s0: s0 ��S is the initial or preferred state for the machine.

V: A finite set of customer values.

T: A state transition matrix.

The meaning of this four-tuple is as follows:

• Environment—E

E is a definition of the environment in which the survivable system has to operate. It includes

details of the various hazards to which the system might be exposed together with all of the

external operating parameters. To the extent possible, it must include any anticipated changes

that might occur in the environment.

• Specification Set—R

R is the set of specifications of tolerable forms of service for the system. This set will include

one distinguished element that is the normal or preferred specification, i.e., the specification

that provides the greatest value to the user and with which the system is expected to comply

most of the time. It is worth noting that at the other extreme, a completely inert system, i.e., no

functionality at all, might be a tolerable member of this set.

• Probability Distribution—P

A probability is associated with each member of the set R with the sum of these probabilities

being one. The probability associated with the preferred specification defines the fraction of

operating time during which the preferred specification must be operational. It is a lower

bound, and will be close to one since the service defined by that specification must be present
Page 12
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most of the time. The probabilities associated with the other specifications are upper bounds

and define the maximum fractions of operating time that the associated specifications can be

operational.

This probability distribution is designed to set a quantifiable limit on performance and is used

to permit appropriate design decisions to be made. If, for example, hazard and other forms of

analysis reveals that the probability associated with the preferred specification cannot be met

with a specific design, then either the probability has to be changed or the system redesigned.

A severe practical limitation is brought about at this point by our inability to predict certain

quantities that will be needed in showing analytically that the stipulated probabilities are met.

The critical quantities that cannot be determined are the probability of failure of most forms of

software and the probability of a malicious attack against a system. In order to allow analysis

to proceed at least somewhat, the members of the set P have to be treated as conditional prob-

abilities that are conditional on some assumed level of software failure and malicious attack.

• Finite-state Machine—F

F defines precisely how and when the system is required to move from providing one form of

tolerable service to another. Each state in S is associated with one of the specifications of toler-

able service in R, and one state (s0) will be labelled by the preferred specification.

Defined transitions from one state to another (T) document the transitions between different

forms of tolerable service that are possible. Some transitions will be from higher value states

to lower value states, and they will be taken when the higher value state can no longer be

maintained following damage. Similarly, some transitions will be from lower value states to

higher value states, and they will be taken when the higher value state can be resumed follow-

ing repair. The computation of customer value associated with the different states (V) has to be

an on-going activity since value changes with time and other factors.

5. An Example

To illustrate the definition, we present an example based on a hypothetical financial payment

system. We assume the network topology shown in Figure 1 in which there are a large number of

nodes associated with “branch” banks (small retail institutions), a smaller number of “money

ter” banks that are the primary operations centers for major retail banking companies, and 

set of nodes that represent the Federal Reserve Bank.

We summarize the environment for the example by assuming that all of the expected ele

are defined and that the identified hazards include: major hardware disruption in which com
Page 13



cations or server machines become non-operational; coordinated security attacks in which multiple

commercial bank regional processing centers are penetrated; and regional power failure in which

either many branch banks are disabled or several money-center banks are disabled.

For this example, we assume several forms of tolerable service for the payment system:

• R1 Preferred. This specification defines complete and normal functionality. Services that are

included are electronic funds transfers, check processing, support for financial markets such as

stocks and bonds, and international funds transfers.

• R2 Industry/Government. This specification limits service to major industrial and government

clients only. Services are restricted to electronic transfer of large sums.

• R3 Financial Markets. This specification defines service for all the major financial markets

including the stock, bond and commodity markets, but no other client organizations.

• R4 Government Bonds. This specification defines service for processing of sales and redemp-

tions of government bonds only and only by major corporate clients.

• R5 Foreign Transfers. This specification defines service in which transfers of foreign cur-

rency into or out of the country are the only available service.

Figure 2 shows the various transitions between tolerable forms of service. Below each state in

the figure is the probability for that state from the set P.

To decide upon the customer values (i.e., the value seen by users of the payment system) associ-

ated with the states in this example, we note: (1) that settlement by the clearing houses and the

Figure 2. Survivability specification example.

R2
Industry/Gov’t

R1
Preferred

R4
Gov’t Bonds

R5
Foreign Exchange

R3
Financial Markets

0.990

0.004

0.0020.001

0.003
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Federal Reserve Bank occurs during the late afternoon; (2) domestic markets are closed at night;

and (3) stock, bond, and commodity markets must be accommodated when trading volumes are

exceptionally and unexpectedly high. Clearly, customer values associated with the financial pay-

ment system vary dramatically over time. There is little value to providing processing service to

domestic financial markets over night, for example, and thus international transfers of funds have

higher value. Similarly, extreme volume in domestic financial markets leads to a high demand on

the financial payment system and this demand must be met if possible. Thus during periods of high

volume, service to financial markets has very high customer value, almost certainly exceeding, for

example, that for international funds transfers.

During times of political crisis, sentiment turns away from most traditional financial instru-

ments and government bonds become heavily sought after. Thus, during such times, the ability to

maintain a market in government bonds is crucial. Most other services might not be. To see an

example of the impact of crisis on the financial system, see the failure that occurred in November

1985 when a 16-bit counter overflowed in the software operated by the Bank of New York in its

government bond trading system [11].

In our example, consider first the occurrence of a fault with a major server that occurs during

the middle of a normal market day and which cannot be masked. The options that the system has

are to move to either state R2, R5, or R3, (see Figure 2) and the maximum value (hypothetically)

would be in state R2 in this case. Were this to occur during the night, the transition would be to

state R5. Now suppose that while the server is down, a coordinated security attack is launched

against the system (a bad situation getting worse). In that case the system would move to state R4

since that would permit the best support in the event that the situation developed into a govern-

mental crisis.

If a regional power failure were to occur that affected hundreds of local branch banks, there

would probably be no change in the system state because there would be no impediment to operat-

ing the preferred specification. That large numbers of customers would be inconvenienced is

unfortunate but not a problem for the information system. If however a large number of local

branch banks reported intrusion alarms being triggered then a very different situation exists. In that

case, to protect the network ability to serve its customers, it would make sense to transition to state

R2 in order to restrict access and protect the most valuable clients.
Page 15
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6. Survivability and Fault Tolerance

6.1. The Role of Fault Tolerance

The informal notion of an event that causes damage which we have used is referred to formally

as a fault [1]. In many cases, systems are built using techniques of replication so that the effects of

a fault do not affect the system’s external behavior. Such faults are said to be masked. Usually for

economic or similar practical reasons, some faults are non-masked; that is, their effects are so

extensive that normal system service cannot be continued with the resources that remain

the system includes extensive redundancy. These concepts of masked and non-masked f

the formal statements of the idea introduced above of events that cause damage whose effe

not or can be observed in the system’s behavior.

Survivability is a dependability property, it is not synonymous with fault tolerance. Fault t

ance is a mechanism that can be used to achieve certain dependability properties. In te

dependability, it makes sense to refer to a system as reliable, available, secure, safe, surviv

so on, or some combination using the appropriate formal definition(s) [7]. Describing a syst

fault tolerant is really a statement about the system’s design, not its dependability.

While fault tolerance is a mechanism by which some facets of dependability might be ach

it is not the only mechanism. Other techniques, such as fault avoidance, can be used also. T

example, by careful component selection it might be possible to reduce the rate of hardwa

ures in a given system to a negligible level, and by suitably restricting system access it m

possible to eliminate certain types of security attacks. In similar ways, fault elimination and

forecasting can be used as mechanisms to improve a system’s dependability.

6.2. Implementing Survivability

Survivability is a system property that can be required in exactly the same way that the

facets of dependability can be required. There is no presumption about how survivability w

achieved in the notion of survivability itself—that is a system design and assessment issue

ever, the probabilities associated with each of the tolerable forms of service are important 

constraints since they will determine which design choices are adequate and which are not.

A practical survivability specification will have achievable probabilities and carefully sele

functionality specifications. Thus, in such a system, the effects of damage will not be maske

essarily; and, provided the probabilities are met in practice, degraded or alternate servi

occur. In effect, this implies that the survivability requirement will be achieved by the fault t

ance mechanism, i.e., the system will have a fault-tolerant design. Note, however, that the N differ-
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ent functions in the survivability specification do not correspond to functions that can be achieved

with the resources that remain after N different faults. The N functions in the survivability specifi-

cation are defined by application engineers to meet application needs and bear no prescribed rela-

tionship to the effects of faults. Many different faults might result in the same degraded or alternate

application service.

In order to implement fault tolerance, the faults that have to be tolerated must be defined. A sys-

tem cannot be built that merely tolerates “faults”. It is necessary to state what faults have to

erated because otherwise the damage that the fault causes cannot be predicted and henc

Precisely what faults are anticipated and what the system is required to do when specific

occur, i.e., how the fault will be treated, must be defined so that the system builders know

states the system might enter and with what probability. This is crucial input to the process t

to lead to a design of a survivable system.

The analysis of faults has to be undertaken by application experts, hardware experts, s

experts, disaster experts, and others. This information is essential application information a

it is not within the purview of the computer system developers. Having to state what faul

likely to occur might seem counter-intuitive in the sense that damage is difficult to predict. B

fact the only way that appropriate responses can be defined is in the context of a known 

state and that means a state in which the remaining resources are defined.

As a simple example, consider again a database system. Anticipated faults might includ

cessor failure, disk failure, power failure, operator error, and perhaps flooding. In a multi-s

environment it is possible to define a reasonable set of (reduced) application services that 

be maintained if a single server fails. If all the servers fail because of a flood, then it is likel

no service could be maintained. These are fundamentally different cases. Faults that w

defined as part of the system analysis, such as a gas explosion that destroys unspecified amounts of

equipment, cannot possibly be followed with any degree of assurance by any function fro

survivability specification. The system will not have been designed to cope with that part

fault.

7. Survivability and Security

Security attacks are a major concern for critical information systems, and in some discu

survivability is viewed as synonymous with secure operation. Yet experience to date is tha

significant service failures of critical information systems have been caused by things like e

ous software upgrades, operator mistakes, common-mode software faults, and not by s
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attacks. The damage that can result from a security attack can, of course, be tremendous but this is

true with other types of fault also.

This is not to belittle the importance of security—clearly security attacks (i.e., deliberate f

are a serious concern. What matters, however, is to address all anticipated types of fault including

deliberate faults since it is the maintenance of customer value that we seek in survivability.

A survivable system is expected to continue to provide one of the forms of tolerable s

after many different forms of damage have occurred. The anticipated faults for a given syste

quently will include various types of malicious fault as well as all the other types, and so in d

oping the survivability specification and the associated system design, it is essential 

comprehensive approach be followed. A system that is secure yet is unavailable exce

because of hardware failures is not survivable.

Security is impacted by some aspects of design for dependability since the introduct

redundancy makes protection of a system from deliberate faults more difficult. For example,

cation of data so as to provide a means of tolerating certain faults provides multiple opport

for malicious data access. This presents formidable challenges in both specification and 

mentation of survivability.

8. Conclusions and Future Work

There are many critical information systems upon which many critical infrastructure app

tions rely. Loss of the information system will, in many cases, either reduce the service av

from a critical infrastructure application or eliminate it entirely.

In this paper we have presented a formal definition of survivability, and related it to the fie

dependability and the technology of fault tolerance. We claim that the specialized requireme

critical information systems require a new facet of dependability and that the survivability a

have defined it is different from reliability, availability, safety, and so on.

The definition that we have presented suggests other areas of investigation that we plan

sue. In particular, the notion of value that we have used could be viewed differently as cost a

principle of providing value could be reformulated as minimizing cost where the preferred

would be the baseline. This approach has the benefit that classical optimization models of d

system behavior are often expressed in terms of cost minimization.

A second area of additional investigation is suggested by the dynamic nature of value a

need to develop more comprehensive analytic models of value as a function of time. Thi

important component of a more comprehensive system model in which value is matched 
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demand. The ability to provide value (or, equivalently, minimize cost) is really a combination of

service and its perceived utility. Thus demand enters the equation since it is demand that defines

the utility of a service. A comprehensive model that accounts for both service and perceived value

would allow much more precise tuning of the state changes that a system undertook when faults

arose.
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